It's "Legal" to Lie --- More Insight into the Craziness

By Anna Von Reitz

So let's talk about the False Statements Accountability Act (FSAA) of 1996, sponsored by Senator William J. Martini, a New Jersey Rat if ever there was one, and a man who later became a Federal Judge. Go figure.

Subsection (b) of this Act passed almost unanimously by the members of the U.S. Congress/US CONGRESS reads: "Section (a) does not apply to a party to a judicial proceeding or that party's counsel, writings or documents submitted by such party or counsel to a judge or magistrate in that proceeding."

This makes it "legal" to lie to the Congress during hearings and investigations, to lie to any judge or magistrate in any Federal case or Administrative Agency Hearing, or any Territorial State of State Court or STATE OF STATE COURT.

It also makes it "legal" to present falsified material evidence in all these venues--- false receipts, false date stamps, false testimony....

This is why, much to our disgust, we learned that State Troopers in Alaska were being REQUIRED to take a course in "How to Lie" at the Trooper Academy as part of their training.

This is how Hillary Clinton could stand there bare-faced and brazen and lie her rump off about Benghazi. And about her emails. And about her private servers. And about the demise of her computers and hard drives.

This is how Bill Gates gets away with lying to Congressional Subcommittees about the safety of his vaccines, in the face of 750,000 maimed children in India, and other completely damning material facts.

And this is how Doctor Fauci and the CDC and NIH and various other self-interested corporations and their Personnel are getting away with lying about Covid 19, too.

Their Territorial/Municipal "Congress" made it legal to lie.

But it can never be lawful to lie.

And this is Just One More Reason that you have to get up off your couch and get Highly Motivated to declare your proper political status and join your State Assembly. Got to: www.TheAmericanStatesAssembly.net
The Clintons and the Bushes tipped the District Government apple cart right over the edge into criminal insanity, and now, it's up to "the rest of us" to whup butt and clean up this mess.
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